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Primary sclerosing cholangitisPrimary sclerosing cholangitis



Why is PSC an important disease?Why is PSC an important disease?

Diagnosis 2007 (%) 2006 (%)
Acute liver failure 8.8 11.3
Alcoholic liver cirrhosis 7.4 11.7
Biliary atresia 3.3 4.8
Budd-Chiari 0.4 2.0
Hepatocellular carcinoma 9.6 8.1
Other Malignancies 4.4 3.6
Post-hepatitis B cirrhosis 1.1 1.6
Post-hepatitis C cirrhosis 12.5 12.1
Metabolic liver disease 5.5 3.6
Missing diagnosis 1.1 2.4
Other liver disease 8.5 8.1
PBC 6.3 9.3
PSC 18.4 13.3
AIH 5.5 3.2
Cryptogenic cirrhosis 7.4 4.8

Data from the Nordic Liver Transplant RegistryData from the Nordic Liver Transplant Registry



Risk factors in PSCRisk factors in PSC

Genetic: Genetic: 

→→
 

↑↑80x first degree relatives80x first degree relatives

→→
 

HLA genesHLA genes

→→
 

Other genes ?Other genes ?

Environmental: Environmental: 
→→

 
Smoking protectsSmoking protects

→→
 

Infectious trigger?Infectious trigger?

→→
 

Unknown factorsUnknown factors
Figure: www.mayoclinic.orgFigure: www.mayoclinic.org



Causal variants versus genetic markersCausal variants versus genetic markers
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HLA genes in PSC susceptibilityHLA genes in PSC susceptibility

Key notions:Key notions:

19821982--83: 83: HLAHLA--B8B8 and and DR3DR3 (Schrumpf et al., Chapman et al.)(Schrumpf et al., Chapman et al.)

1991: Dual association of 1991: Dual association of DR2DR2 and and DR3DR3 (Donaldson et al.)(Donaldson et al.)

1999: Cross1999: Cross--European study substantiates European study substantiates DR3DR3, , DR2DR2, , DR6DR6 and and DR4 DR4 (Spurkland et al.)(Spurkland et al.)

2001: 2001: MICA*008/5.1 MICA*008/5.1 (Norris et al., Wiencke et al.)(Norris et al., Wiencke et al.)



What does What does ””HLA associatedHLA associated””
 

mean?mean?

HLA class IHLA class I

(e.g. HLA(e.g. HLA--B8)B8)
HLA class IIHLA class II

(e.g. DR3)(e.g. DR3)

Possibility 1:Possibility 1:

Possibility 2:Possibility 2:



Likely scenario: multiple HLA risk factorsLikely scenario: multiple HLA risk factors



What about the rest of the genome?What about the rest of the genome?

PatientsPatients

 
HealthyHealthy



500.000 markers in PSC GWAS500.000 markers in PSC GWAS

The HLA complexThe HLA complex



How important is actually the HLA in PSC?How important is actually the HLA in PSC?

QQ--Q Plot of GWAS data with HLAQ Plot of GWAS data with HLA QQ--Q Plot of GWAS data without HLAQ Plot of GWAS data without HLA



Independent verification of findingsIndependent verification of findings

Ethnicity Controls Cases
Norwegian 298 289
Dutch 365 85
Belgian 352 137
Swedish 359 132



New PSC gene on chromosome 13New PSC gene on chromosome 13
PP--valuevalue

PositionPosition



New PSC gene (GPC): unknown function New PSC gene (GPC): unknown function 

heparane sulphate proteoglycanheparane sulphate proteoglycan
high expression in liver+colonhigh expression in liver+colon
finefine--tuning of celltuning of cell--toto--cell signalling ?cell signalling ?
further studies neededfurther studies needed



New UC gene (IL10): wellNew UC gene (IL10): well--known function known function 

IL10 knockout mice: colitisIL10 knockout mice: colitis
IL10 delivery: ameliorates colitisIL10 delivery: ameliorates colitis
Ten previous studies in UC: 8 negative, 2 Ten previous studies in UC: 8 negative, 2 ””borderlineborderline””



Problem of genetics Problem of genetics ––
 

statistical powerstatistical power

Power of PSC studyPower of PSC study

Type 1 diabetes genesType 1 diabetes genes



Does weak mean unimportant? Does weak mean unimportant? 

PPARG in type 2 diabetes: only PPARG in type 2 diabetes: only ””genegene”” relevant to therapy (yet)relevant to therapy (yet)
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Cancer surveillance by natural killer cellsCancer surveillance by natural killer cells

Normal Normal 
situationsituation

CancerCancer



Protection by highProtection by high--cytotoxicity NKG2D variantscytotoxicity NKG2D variants
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Carriership for one or more risk variants:

94% of the patients with bile duct cancer
75% of the remaining patients

Hypothethical test:

Sensitivity: 94%
Specificity: 26%
Positive predictive value: 17%
Negative predictive value: 96%
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Genetic modifiers of PSC progressionGenetic modifiers of PSC progression



Adaption to accumulation of toxic bile acidsAdaption to accumulation of toxic bile acids

Liver cell in cholestasis:Liver cell in cholestasis:



PXR/SXR regulates adaptive mechanismsPXR/SXR regulates adaptive mechanisms



Genetic variants of SXR/PXR influence survival Genetic variants of SXR/PXR influence survival 

Median 10.8 vs 14.0 yrs (p=0.01)Median 10.8 vs 14.0 yrs (p=0.01) Median 3.6 vs 13.6 yrs (p=0.004)Median 3.6 vs 13.6 yrs (p=0.004) Median 3.5 vs 13.3 yrs (p=0.01)Median 3.5 vs 13.3 yrs (p=0.01)



SXR is activated by drugs, not only bile acidsSXR is activated by drugs, not only bile acids



Summary: Prospects of geneticsSummary: Prospects of genetics

IdentificationIdentification of biological systems as a basis for of biological systems as a basis for 
further studies of these systems (even weak further studies of these systems (even weak 
effects may yield important insight effects may yield important insight →→ multimulti--center center 
and multiand multi--national collaborations are required).national collaborations are required).

Disease susceptibility: Understanding PSC.Disease susceptibility: Understanding PSC.
Development of cancer: Prevent and treat?Development of cancer: Prevent and treat?
Disease progression: Delay liver cirrhosis?Disease progression: Delay liver cirrhosis?

Genetic testing? Problem: Specificity.Genetic testing? Problem: Specificity.
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Limitations of geneticsLimitations of genetics

McCarthy et al, Nat Rev Genet 2008McCarthy et al, Nat Rev Genet 2008
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